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Logitech G G840 XL Cloth
Gaming Mouse Pad

$59.95

Product Images

Short Description

Designed for gamers who play with low dpi mice, the Logitech G840 XL Cloth Gaming Mouse Pad
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Description

Designed for gamers who play with low dpi mice, the Logitech G840 XL Cloth Gaming Mouse Pad provides a
soft fabric surface with moderate friction. The rubber base prevents the mouse pad from slipping. The XL
surface area allows you to place your keyboard and mouse on the mouse pad. The flexible cloth construction
allows you to roll up the mouse pad, place it in the included tube, and take it with you.

Features

With a gigantic surface area the G840 gives you more space to play than ever before. Play with the freedom
to configure your setup anyway you want without the constraints of a smaller mousepad.

Performance-tuned surface provides peak accuracy and consistency for gaming mice by providing optimal
sensor imagery that translates mouse movement into precise cursor movement even at high speeds.

Delivers the feedback required to "feel" mouse movement. Accurately target using muscle memory and
optimize both high-speed flicks and low-speed control.

Low DPI gamers make sweeping, rapid hand movements. The rubber base keeps the entire surface in place
preventing the cloth from bunching up to maintain smooth mouse movement across the entire desktop. 3
mm thickness at such an expansive size provides the stability you need for both mouse and keyboard.

G840 is durable and flexible enough to roll up and place back into the included transport tube. Take comfort
and control for both your mouse and keyboard wherever you go.
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Specifications

Dimensions 0.10" x 35.43" x 15.75"

Base Rubber

Color Black

Size XL

Additional Information

Brand Logitech

SKU 943-000117

Weight 1.8000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad


